
A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 51notation established above the conditions on ~u0 and ~u1 that we add arethat the functions h0 and h1 should also satisfya0ib1i � a1ib0i > 0 , and(60) a0i > 0 for each i = 6; 1; 2 .(61)Using the computer algebra system Maple, we can show that there are atleast 4 potential functions �1; : : : ; �4 satisfying (60) and (61). Moreover,the divergences ~r��1; : : : ; ~r��4 are linearly independent Weil divisors andspan a subgroup of PicX of rank 3. Any convex combination of �1; : : : ; �4also satis�es (60) and (61). So there is a 3-dimensional convex subsetof PicX 
 Q which parametrizes the determinants of a class of possiblerisk functions. This set includes V and SV . There is a convex subset ofdimension 4 of the group of Q-Weil divisors with the same property.5. ConclusionWe have introduced a toric variety associated to a portfolio and haveshown that the traditional risk functions of Markowitz can be mapped todirect sums of line bundles on this variety. The variance function maps to afree vector bundle, the semivariance to a direct sum of possibly independentline bundles. It is hoped that other useful risk functions can be discoveredby these means. The Picard group parametrizes the line bundles up toisomorphism and on a toric variety the Picard group is �nitely generated.Therefore the set of all vector bundles that are direct sums of line bundlesis a free abelian group of �nite rank. Perhaps it is possible to use this setto parametrize a family of new risk functions.References1. F. R. DeMeyer and T. J. Ford, On the Brauer group of toric varieties,Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 335 (1993), pp. 559{577.2. F. R. DeMeyer, T. J. Ford, and H. P. Miranda, The cohomologicalBrauer group of toric varieties, J. of Alg. Geom., 2 (1993), pp. 137{154.3. W. Fulton, Introduction to Toric Varieties, vol. 131 of Annals of Mathe-matics Studies, Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1993.4. R. Hartshorne, Algebraic Geometry, vol. 52 of Graduate Texts in Math-ematics, Springer-Verlag, New York/Berlin, 1977.5. H. M. Markowitz, Portfolio Selection, vol. 16 of Cowles FoundationMonographs, Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 1959.6. ,Mean-Variance Analysis in Portfolio Choice and Capital Markets,Basil Blackwell, Cambridge, Mass., 1987.7. T. Oda, Convex Bodies and Algebraic Geometry, vol. 15 of Ergeb-nisse der Mathematik und ihrer Grenzgebiete, 3. Folge, Springer-Verlag,Berlin/Heidelberg, 1988.8. W. Rudin, Principles of Mathematical Analysis, second edition, Inter-national Series in Pure and Applied Mathematics, McGraw-Hill, NewYork, N.Y., 1964.



50 P. Blass and T. J. FordEquation (54) says that b0i = a1i. SetBi = � �i�i�1 � and B�1i = � �i �ii �i � .Then b0i = (i; �i) = � u0iu0;i�1 � .Writing down all 6 equations, we have the matrix equation26666664 1 0 0 0 0 �1�2 2 0 0 0 00 �3 3 0 0 00 0 �4 4 0 00 0 0 �5 5 00 0 0 0 �6 6 37777775 ~u0 = 26666664 b01b02b03b04b05b06 37777775 .(56)Let the coe�cient matrix of (56) be denoted M0. Likewise we have amatrix equation for 6 equationsa1i = (�i; �i) = � u1iu1;i�1 � ,which is 26666664 �1 0 0 0 0 �1�2 �2 0 0 0 00 �3 �3 0 0 00 0 �4 �4 0 00 0 0 �5 �5 00 0 0 0 �6 �6 37777775 ~u1 = 26666664 a11a12a13a14a15a16 37777775 .(57)Again let the coe�cient matrix of (57) be denoted M1. Then equation (54)becomes M0u0 = M1u1 .(58)So the idea is to �nd two Weil divisors u0 and u1 satisfying (58). Usingthe computer algebra system Maple, we see that rankM0 = rankM1 = 5.Let zj be a nonzero vector in kerMj . Then ker z0 \ ker z1 = colspaceM0 \colspaceM1. Now ker � z0z1 � has rank 4 and kerM0 has rank 1 so the setof all possible u0 satisfying (58) has rank 5. For each such u0 there is a lineof possible u1 since kerM1 has rank 1. For each such pair (u0; u1) there isa potential function � whose gradient satis�es~r� = h0~i + h1~j .(59)Of course � is only unique up to additive constant.The usual constraints on a portfolio are c0 + c1 = 1, c0 � 0 and c1 � 0.We also want to choose � so that it is concave up, if not everywhere atleast on the cones that overlap with these constraints. So we require thaton �i the quadratic form for � is positive de�nite for i = 6; 1; 2. In our



A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 49The support function h embeds into the group of Weil divisors by the ruleh 7! 264 h(�1)...h(�6) 375(49)The Weil divisors of the ~i and ~j components of the scaled gradient of Vare: ~v0 = (8;�6;�32;�8; 6; 32)(50) and ~v1 = (18; 7; 10;�18;�7;�10) .(51)Check that these divisors are in the image of the function �, since theycorrespond to linear support functions. The Weil divisors of the ~i and ~jcomponents of the scaled gradient of SV are:~sv0 = (80;�28;�112; 32;8;80)(52) and ~sv1 = (16; 19; 76;�92;�23; 16) .(53)Check that the images of these divisors are independent in Cl(X).Because the 2 Weil divisors that arise from the variance function arelinear, they correspond to free line bundles on X. Viewing the gradientsas direct sums of support functions, we see that the variance de�nes afree vector bundle on X of rank 2. The 2 components of the gradientof the semivariance de�ne 2 Weil divisors that are independent in Cl(X).Therefore we see that the semivariance de�nes a vector bundle of rank 2 onX that is a direct sum of 2 nontrivial vector bundles. The determinant ofthis direct sum is the element of PicX that is the product of the 2 directsummands, hence is nontrivial.We see that if � is a risk function on (26), (27), that is locally quadraticon the fan in Figure 1, then the divergence of �, ~r � � is a locally linearfunction on the fan of Figure 1 hence de�nes a line bundle in PicX. So upto determinants, we ask whether PicX 
 Q parametrizes a large class ofpossible risk functions � on the time series (26), (27). That is, how large asubset of PicX 
Q consists of vector bundles L that are the determinantof a locally quadratic risk function? For the present example, we can showthat there is a convex subset of PicX
Q of dimension 3 with this property.The idea is to �nd 2 Weil divisors~u0 = (u01; : : : ; u06) and ~u1 = (u11; : : : ; u16)that de�ne 2 �-linear support functions h0 and h1 which satisfy@h0@c1 = @h1@c0(54)The support function hj is de�ned on the cone �i by the equations h0(�i) =u0i. So if hjj�i = ajic0 + bjic1, then hj is de�ned by the matrix equations� �i�i�1 � � ajibji � = � ujiuj;i�1 � .(55)



48 P. Blass and T. J. Fordproblems can be solved if one knows the gradient functions ~rV , ~r SV andany potential functions �,  such that ~rV = ~r� and ~r SV = ~r . So inthis sense, the important functions are the gradients, not the the risk func-tions themselves. We emphasize this because the gradients are piecewiselinear forms on the (c0; c1)-plane. As we are about to see, such functionsde�ne vector bundles on the toric variety associated to the fan shown inFigure 1.Because the sequences (24) (25) are integral, the equations (37), (38)and (39) are de�ned over the rational numbers Q. Following [7], [3] we callthe regions �i strongly convex rational polyhedral cones. The set � of allintersections �i \ �j is called a fan on R2. Associated to the fan � is avarietyX = TN emb(�) de�ned over the complex numbers C . In general Xwill be complete, rational, integral, normal but singular. The singularitiesare always rational. In our example, X will be a surface with 6 singularpoints. Built into the toric variety are many of the arithmetical propertiesof the 3 lines L1, L2, L3. For example, the 3 lines L1, L2, L3 de�ne 6 raysemanating from the origin. On each of these 6 rays is a unique lattice point(n0; n1) such that gcd(n0; n1) = 1. In our example, these 6 lattice points are�1 = (19; 28), �2 = (�1; 5), �3 = (�23;�8), �4 = (�19;�28), �5 = (1;�5),�6 = (23; 8). Of course these 6 points completely determine the fan �.Many of the important invariants of X = TN emb(�) can be computed interms of these 6 points (see [1], [2]). For example, the Picard group of Xis PicX �=Z4, the class group of Weil divisors is ClX �=Z4�Z=123. TheBrauer group of X is B(X) �=Z=123.A �-linear support function (or support function, for short) is a real-valued function de�ned on R2 which is a linear functional upon restrictionto any of the cones �i and which is integer valued on the points �1; : : : ; �6.The gradients ~rV and ~rSV are functions which are linear on each �i, butthey are vector-valued, not real-valued and they are rational valued, notintegral, on the �i. Therefore, they can be scaled to integral vector-valuesby the appropriate rational numbers. Check that 162/41 works for ~rSVand 27/41 works for ~rV . Scaling the gradients is within the allowableframework of minimizing the risk functions. That is, it does not a�ectwhere the risk functions are minimized. The ~i and ~j components of thesescaled gradients are each support functions.The set of all support functions on � is a free abelian group of rank 6.A support function is completely determined by its values on the 6 points�1; : : : ; �6. There is an exact sequence0 �!Z2 ��!Z6 �! Cl(X) �! 0 .(47)The center group in (47) is called the group of TN -invariant Weil divisors.The function � has matrix 264 �1...�6 375 .(48)



A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 47DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD�������������
���������������������L2 = 0L1 = 0 L3 = 0 �1�2�3�4 �5 �6Figure 1The 3 equations L1 = �4=9c0 + 23=18c1 = 0(42) L2 = 14=9c0 � 19=18c1 = 0(43) L3 = �10=9c0 � 2=9c1 = 0(44)partition the (c0; c1)-plane into 6 regions. Label these regions �1; : : : ; �6as shown in Figure 1. The function SV is a piecewise quadratic on the(c0; c1)-plane which is a quadratic form on each �i.SV(c0; c1) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: L23=3 on �1(L22 + L23)=3 on �2L22=3 on �3(L21 + L22)=3 on �4L21=3 on �5(L21 + L23)=3 on �6(45)The gradient of the semivariance function is a piecewise linear transforma-tion which is linear on each �i.(46) ~r SV(c0; c1) =8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: (200=243c0+ 40=243c1)~i+ (40=243c0+ 8=243c1)~j on �1(592=243c0 � 226=243c1)~i + (�226=243c0 + 377=486c1)~j on �2(392=243c0 � 226=243c1)~i + (�226=243c0 + 361=486c1)~j on �3(424=243c0 � 358=243c1)~i + (�358=243c0 + 445=243c1)~j on �4(32=243c0 � 92=243c1)~i+ (�92=243c0+ 529=486c1)~j on �5(232=243c0� 52=243c1)~i + (�52=243c0 + 545=486c1)~j on �6In applications (see [5], [6]) one seeks to minimize one of the risk func-tions V or SV subject to some constraints such as c0 + c1 = 1, and0 � c0; c1 � 1. By the method of Lagrange multipliers, these optimization



46 P. Blass and T. J. Fordexpectation of the portfolio (c0; c1) is E(c0; c1) = c0�(0)+ c1�(1) = 4=9c0�13=18c1. The variance of the portfolio (c0; c1) is de�ned to beV(c0; c1) = 13 3Xk=1hc0r(0)k + c1r(1)k � E(c0; c1)i2(28) = 13 3Xk=1hc0(r(0)k � �(0)) + c1(r(1)k � �(1))i2(29)Set A = 13 3Xk=1�r(0)k � �(0)�2 = 104=81(30) B = 13 3Xk=1�r(0)k � �(0)��r(1)k � �(1)� = �53=81(31) C = 13 3Xk=1�r(1)k � �(1)�2 = 151=162(32)Now (28) becomesV(c0; c1) = Ac20 + 2Bc0c1 + Cc21 = 104=81c20 � 106=81c0c1 + 151=162c21(33)That is, V is a quadratic form. The gradient of V is a linear transformation~rV(c0; c1) = (2Ac0 + 2Bc1)~i+ (2Bc0 + 2Cc1)~j(34) = (208=81c0 � 106=81c1)~i + (�106=81c0 + 151=81c1)~j(35)For k = 1; 2; 3 de�neLk(c0; c1) = c0(r(0)k � �(0)) + c1(r(1)k � �(1))(36)Then L1 = �4=9c0 + 23=18c1(37) L2 = 14=9c0� 19=18c1(38) L3 = �10=9c0 � 2=9c1(39)The semivariance function of the portfolio (c0; c1) isSV(c0; c1) = 13 3Xk=1 (Lk(c0; c1))2 �k(40)where �k = � 0 if Lk(c0; c1) � 01 otherwise .(41)



A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 45~rSV(~c) = � @@c0 SV(~c); : : : ; @@cN�1 SV(~c)� , where(19) @@c� SV(~c) = 1l � 1 lXk=12Lk(~c)�r(�)k � �(�)� �k , and where(20) �k = � 0 if Lk(~c) � 01 otherwise .(21)Each partial derivative (18) de�nes a �-linear support function on RN.Unfortunately, @@c� V(~c) is not integral valued onZN. However it is rationalvalued, so for some scaling factor s which can be chosen to work for all �,we can view s @@c� V(~c) as an element ofM . Because ~rV is the direct sumof N linear functionals, under the map (16) we associate to the variancefunction a direct sum of N copies of the trivial line bundle. Similarly, forsome scaling factor t, t @@c� SV(~c) is integral valued on ZN. Again under(16) there is associated to t @@c� SV(~c) a line bundle L(SV�). Viewing thegradient ~rSV as a direct sum of its N partial derivatives, we associate tothe semivariance function a direct sum of N line bundlesL(SV0)� � � � � L(SVN�1) .(22)As we see in the next section, the line bundles in this direct sum can benon-trivial and independent in PicX.We could also consider the divergence ~r�SV function, which is a functionwhich is locally linear on �. As above, after scaling by t, ~r � t SV =PN�1�=0 t @@c� SV(~c) is a support function in SF(�). Because the map toPicX in (16) is a group homomorphism, the divergence of SV maps to theproduct of the line bundles de�ned aboveL(SV0)
 � � � 
 L(SVN�1) .(23)This product is again a line bundle, in fact it is the determinant, or highestexterior power of (22). 4. An ExampleLet us consider a simple example. We take 2 time series of 4 integerseach. ~P0 = (p(0)i ) = (1; 1; 3; 1)(24) ~P1 = (p(1)i ) = (1; 3; 2; 3)(25)Suppose these represent prices of securities. Construct the correspondingsequences of daily returns.~R0 = (r(0)i ) = (0; 2;�2=3)(26) ~R1 = (r(1)i ) = (2;�1=3; 1=2)(27)For (26) and (27) compute the means: �(0) = 4=9, �(1) = �13=18. Aportfolio associated to (24) and (25) is a pair of numbers (c0; c1). The



44 P. Blass and T. J. Fordsingularities of X are always rational. The N -dimensional algebraic torusTN = Spec C [x1 ; x�11 ; : : : ; xN ; x�1N ] acts on TN emb(�) and the orbits underthe action correspond to the cones � in the fan �.We deviate slightly from the notation of [7] and denote by ZN the setof points in RN with integral coordinates. A �-linear support function (orsupport function, for short) is a real-valued function de�ned on RN whichis a linear functional upon restriction to any of the cones � 2 � and whichis integer valued on the points in ZN. The set of all support functions on� make up a free abelian group of �nite rank which we denote by SF(�).The subgroup consisting of all linear support functions is usually denotedM and is isomorphic to HomZ(ZN;Z), hence is free of rank N . We viewelements y in M as N -tuples y = (m0; : : : ;mN�1) that act on RN byinner product. The linear functionals y 2M are identi�ed with monomialse(y) 2 C [x0 ; x�10 ; : : : ; xN�1; x�1N�1] by the map which takes (m0; : : : ;mN�1)to QN�1�=0 xm�� .The toric variety X has a canonical covering by open a�ne sets fU�j� 2�g. The sheaf of regular functions OX is de�ned as follows. On U� wehave OX (U�) is the subring of C [x0 ; x�10 ; : : : ; xN�1; x�1N�1] generated byfe(y)jy � x � 0 for all x 2 �g.As shown in [7] there is an exact (split-exact if � is complete, or nearlyso) sequence of abelian groups0 �! M �! SF(�) �! PicX �! 0 .(16)Which is de�ned on elements by taking a support function h to its associ-ated line bundle Lh. So if � is complete, PicX is a free abelian group. Therank of PicX can be as low as 0 or as large as dimQCl(X) 
Q = n � N ,where n is the cardinality of the set f� 2 �j dim� = 1g.Let us briey describe the line bundle Lh as a locally free sheaf on Xof rank 1. The sheaf Lh is free on each U� and is viewed as a subsheaf ofthe constant sheaf V 7! K, K being the quotient �eld of X. The supportfunction h is linear on each cone � 2 �. Therefore, we can think of h asa set of elements of M : fy� 2 M j for each �; � 2 �; y�j� = y� j�g. Thegenerator for Lh on U� is e(�y� ).As examples of �-linear support functions, consider the gradients of Vand SV . ~rV(~c) = � @@c0 V(~c); : : : ; @@cN�1 V(~c)� , where(17) @@c� V(~c) = 1l � 1 lXk=12Lk(~c)�r(�)k � �(�)� .(18)



A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 43subject to the constraintsE(~c) = N�1X�=0 c��(�) � E0, 0 � c� � 1, N�1X�=0 c� = 1,(14)where E0 is the investor's expectation. That is, E0 is a �xed constant,determined by the investor's risk tolerance.One can show that SV(~c) is a continuously di�erentiable function ofthe variables c0, c1; : : : ; cN�1. By [8, Theorem 9.16] this implies thatSV(~c) is continuously di�erentiable as a function of ~c. It is even locallyquadratic and convex in the control space of the ck's. Examples show thatthe function SV(~c) is C1, but not C2.3. The Toric Variety of a PortfolioTo the sequences of integers (1) we will associate an algebraic variety andto the functions (10) and (12) we associate vector bundles on this variety.The variety associated to (1) is a toric variety. As a general reference for thetheory of toric varieties, we refer to [7] or [3] and for Algebraic Geometry to[4]. A toric variety is completely determined by an arrangement of convexsets in Rr called a fan. In our case, the fan will be determined by the linearequations Lk(~c) = 0 , (1 � k � l) ,(15)where Lk is as in (11). For each k, Lk(~c) = 0 de�nes a hyperplane throughthe origin in RN.The equations (15) partition RN into convex polyhedral sets. Theseconvex sets are cones with vertices at the origin, meaning that if they con-tain a vector ~x, they contain the ray emanating from the origin containing~x. First notice that if l is su�ciently large and the sequences (1) are suf-�ciently general, the linear functions (11) will be non-zero and the set ofhyperplanes de�ned by (15) will be in \general position". This means thateach cone de�ned by the hyperplanes will be strongly convex. Roughly thismeans that the angle of the vertex of each cone is less than 180 degrees, orthat the cone contains no line through the origin. Because the prices (1)are assumed to be integers, the equations (15) are de�ned over the �eldof rational numbers Q. So the cones cut out by the equations are, in thecommon terminology, strongly convex rational polyhedral cones.The set of all N -dimensional cones � cut out by (15) together withall lower dimensional faces of these cones make up what is called a fan.Correctly speaking, a fan � consists of a nonempty collection of stronglyconvex rational polyhedral cones satisfying: (a) if � 2 �, then every faceof � is in � and (b) if �; � 2 �, then � \ � is a common face of � and � .The fan de�ned by (15) is moreover complete since every point of RN is insome cone of the fan.Associated to a fan � is a toric variety X = TN emb(�). The varietyX is de�ned over the complex number �eld C . In general TN emb(�) isrational, integral, normal but singular and complete if � is complete. The



42 P. Blass and T. J. Fordand the semivariance of ~R� asSV(�) = 1l � 1 lXk=1(r(�)k � �(�))2�k,(6)where �k = ( 0 if r(�)k � �(�) � 01 if r(�)k � �(�) < 0 .Let ~R0; ~R1; : : : ; ~RN�1 be sequences of daily returns as in (2). Let ~c =(c0; c1; : : : ; cN�1) be a vector. In applications, we usually assume thereare some constraints on ~c such as, for each �, c� satis�es 0 � c� � 1 andPN�1�=0 c� = 1. For now, we do consider such constraints. We de�ne aportfolio to be a formal expressionPF(~c) = hc0; c1; : : : ; cN�1i.(7)For a portfolio PF(~c) there is the associated time series of daily returnsTS(PF(~c)) = TS(~c) = (N�1X�=0 c�r(�)1 ; : : : ;N�1X�=0 c�r(�)n ; : : : ;N�1X�=0 c�r(�)l ).(8)We de�ne the expectation of the portfolio PF(~c) to beE(~c) = N�1X�=0 c�(expectation of ~R�) = N�1X�=0 c��(�).(9)The variance of PF(~c) is de�ned to beV(~c) = 1l � 1 lXk=1"N�1X�=0 c�r(�)k � E(~c)#2 .(10)For each k from 1 to l de�ne the linear functionLk(~c) = N�1X�=0 c�r(�)k � E(~c) = N�1X�=0 c� �r(�)k � �(�)� .(11)De�ne the semivariance as in (6)SV(~c) = 1l � 1 lXk=1 [Lk(~c)]2 �k,(12)where �k = � 0 if Lk(~c) � 01 otherwise .The basic philosophy that was inspired by Markowitz in [5] is to minimizeV(~c) or SV(~c) with respect to the variable ~c and a given range of expectedreturns. Therefore, the problem isto minimize f(~c) = V(~c) (or SV(~c))(13)



A Variety Associated to a Portfolio 41The purpose of introducing the algebraic variety is to try to apply themachinery of Algebraic Geometry to problems arising in the Theory ofMathematics of Finance. This note answers few if any such questions andraises more than it answers. The rule which is introduced later that assignsto a set of securities a toric variety raises many questions. For example, isthere a functor behind it all? If so, on what category is it de�ned? Onereason for looking at the vector bundles associated to the risk functions isto see if there is a systematic way of classifying all risk functions on theinitial set of securities. So one could ask whether there are other vectorbundles of rank N on the variety that come from risk functions. If so, dothey provide better measures, or do they provide the investor with e�cientportfolios with increased yields?Why map the risk functions to direct sums of line bundles on a toricvariety? One sensible reason is that the set of line bundles on a toricvariety is a free abelian group of �nite rank. One could try to considerthe set of all risk functions. This would be an overwhelmingly large setof functions. By mapping the risk functions into a smaller group, there ishope that new information can be obtained due to the sparsity of trees inthe forest.2. The Risk Functions and Portfolio Selection MethodsGiven are sequences of daily prices on N securities~P� = (p(�)0 ; p(�)1 ; : : : ; p(�)n ; p(�)n+1; : : : ; p(�)l )(1)where 0 � � � N�1. For our purposes it will be useful to assume the pricesare positive integers. From (1) we construct the corresponding sequencesof daily returns ~R� = (r(�)1 ; r(�)2 ; : : : ; r(�)n ; r(�)n+1; : : : ; r(�)l )(2)where 0 � � � N � 1 and r(�)n+1 is de�ned byr(�)n+1 = p(�)n+1 � p(�)np(�)n .(3)For each � (0 � � � N � 1) we de�ne the sample mean �r(�) of ~R� as usual�r(�) = �(�) = 1l lXk=1 r(�)k .(4)(Note �(�) is also called the expected value of ~R� .) We de�ne the samplevariance of ~R� as(�(�))2 = V (�) = 1l � 1 lXk=1(r(�)k � �(�))2,(5)
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